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The Robots Are Coming…..  

May 2019 update 

 
 
We’re all aware that the world of work is changing – and that brings skills development challenges 
for the tertiary education sector. Before exploring them – a note of optimism for those of you 
worried that the robots won’t just arrive, they’ll take over –  a recent report by the OECD reminds us 
that: 

“Despite widespread anxiety about potential job destruction driven by technological change 
and globalisation, a sharp decline in overall employment seems unlikely. While certain jobs 
and tasks are disappearing, others are emerging, and overall employment has been 
growing.” 

 
The same report identifies the risk of automation across different occupations: 
 
Figure 1: Risk of automation and skill content of jobs, OECD average 

 
 
 
It also identifies the level of participation in training by industry across the OECD: 
 
  

http://www.clairefield.com.au/
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/9ee00155-en/1/2/2/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/9ee00155-en&_csp_=b4640e1ebac05eb1ce93dde646204a88&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
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Figure 2: Adults’ participation in training, by industry 

 
 
 
Keeping up with technological change in Australia is becoming a critical issue according to recent 
research by Deloitte, with claims that Australia is falling behind in terms of both investment and 
skills development in AI. 
 
While these research reports help us understand some of the changes happening to the world of 
work in its broadest sense – what they lack are the details which are  crucial for the education 
sector. That is understanding how technology is changing work in different occupations. 
 
To help you keep track of the changes (and to allow you the time to think through the kinds of 
changes you may need to make to your course content and delivery), I periodically publish updates 
drawing from recent media showing how technology is changing work in different industries and 
occupations.  
 
I hope you find this latest update useful in understanding the changes technology is bringing to the 
world of work your education provider focuses on.  
 

Transport 

Overwhelmingly it is the transport sector which is generating the most news items about 
technological disruption. While the rollout of driverless technology is clearly not without challenges 
and is proceeding more slowly than some envisaged – it is now happening in trials across Australia 
and across the world. If you educate people to work in this sector – it’s pretty clear ‘business as 
usual’ (or ‘training as usual’) will in the near future no longer be feasible. 
 

• Overland ‘hyperpods’ which will allow travel from Sydney to Melbourne in an hour 

• Retirement villages likely to be early adopters of driverless cars ($) 

• A low-altitude airspace management system to allow the safe operation of drones (which 
could be a prelude to flying taxis) ($) 

• Keeping pilots awake using technology developed for the mining sector ($) 

https://www2.deloitte.com/insights/us/en/focus/cognitive-technologies/ai-investment-by-country.html
https://www.theage.com.au/national/get-from-melbourne-to-sydney-overland-in-one-hour-hyperloop-pipedreamers-to-pitch-to-senate-20190227-p510iz.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/life/startup-wheels-out-oldest-fans/news-story/4004c2429343dc24c65013549a6804ba
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/aviation/telstra-thales-in-drones-deal/news-story/ed21f56377b29b61637550f8d28588ba
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/aviation/mine-tech-may-wake-tired-pilots/news-story/6291cd7ee6d660b0f23c308eebbed813
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• AI brings potential prejudice to driverless cars which could have tragic consequences 

• Chinese companies expanding in California’s driverless car sector 

• Australian firm accepting orders for jet powered flying motorbikes 

• Using AI and Big Data to identify and amend flight plans at Qantas ($) 

• A mobile phone app to help you find the perfect carpark 

• Aerial drones will reshape low-level airspace above cities ($) 

• Australia manufactures its first electric car  

• Experts hack Tesla’s systems and force cars to switch lanes ($) 

• Cars already track our voices, soon they will follow our eyes 

• Drones approved for deliveries of food, medicine and coffee in Canberra 

• Boston Dynamics’ mini-robot moves into the haulage business 

• Robot taxis are coming soon says Tesla  

• Google’s drone, Wing, gets approval to deliver packages commercially 

• Drones delivering vaccines across Ghana  

• Sweden exploring how to build roads which can recharge electric vehicles 

• Sydney’s first driverless train due to leave the station shortly 

• Uber looking to test flying taxis in Sydney or Melbourne ($) 

• Amazon emerges as a threat to the transport and logistics sector ($) 

• Germany’s Lilium launches the first flying taxis  

• Google’s driverless cars need to understand how Aussies drive 
 
 

Agriculture/environment 

• Using AI to predict, monitor and alleviate natural disasters ($) 

• Robots picking apples in New Zealand 

• AI helping farmers and babies in the developing world  

• Maggots and robots to improve agriculture ($) 
 
 

Assistance/personal care 

• Robotic puppies and kittens helping dementia patients 

• Robot hairdressers – maybe not yet 

• An app for your phone to assist blind people ($) 

• A new wheelchair prototype – designed by students 

• Transforming refugee resettlement through technology 
 
 

‘Blue collar’ work 
• A manufacturing revolution: ‘knitting’ a sports car from carbon fibre ($) 

• Hairdresser using 3-D printings to turn waste plastic into prosthetic limbs 

• How Japan is using automation to save its car manufacturing industry 

• Robotic traffic cones deployed in Melbourne to enhance worker safety 

• Robot bricklayer builds a house in three days ($) 

• Australia’s mining operations becoming increasingly autonomous ($) 

• Retrenched car worker now building 3-D prosthetic limbs 
 

https://futurism.com/the-byte/biased-self-driving-cars-darker-skin
https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/China-tech/China-logs-second-most-miles-in-California-self-driving-tests
http://www.theage.com.au/business/innovation/meet-the-aussie-building-a-flying-motorcycle-powered-by-jet-engines-20190313-p51424.html?btis
https://www.afr.com/technology/companies-prepare-for-an-aipowered-future-20190315-h1cegr
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-26/how-mathematics-will-help-find-you-a-car-park/10936302
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/aviation/second-aerial-revolution-unfolding-fast/news-story/e186e2ce28963a69ad1d610b3635ffd8
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-31/electric-car-built-in-queensland/10944402
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/world/the-times/expert-hackers-trick-teslas-into-switching-lanes-musk-says-its-not-a-problem/news-story/97f4ca17278a98b51be7e92e14d5aed2?utm_source=TheAustralian&utm_medium=Twitter&utm_campaign=EditorialSF&utm_content=SocialFlow
https://www.1843magazine.com/design/beyond-human/soon-well-be-able-to-control-cars-with-our-eyes
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/apr/09/googles-world-first-drone-delivery-business-wins-approval-in-canberra?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_gu&utm_medium=&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1554781521
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-04-17/boston-dynamics-spotmini-robot-can-haul-truck/11024436
https://mashable.com/article/tesla-elon-musk-robotaxi-self-driving-cars-autonomy-day/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/23/technology/drone-deliveries-google-wing.html?searchResultPosition=2
https://twitter.com/Vaccines/status/1121080443657445378
https://twitter.com/tictoc/status/1123965413778440194/video/1
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/sydney-metro-line-expected-to-open-week-after-federal-election-20190503-p51joy.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/technology/uber-spruiks-flying-taxis-in-submission-to-victorian-gig-economy-inquiry/news-story/bbc7101b5b7b736e28fad69a0ba61054
https://www.afr.com/business/transport/trucking/beware-of-amazon-s-entry-into-logistics-20190510-p51m2k?btis
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/lilium-flying-cars-air-taxi-evtol-race
https://www.theage.com.au/technology/google-s-autonomous-cars-will-need-to-keep-an-eye-on-aussie-drivers-20190517-p51oe0.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/life/safety-in-numbers-as-ai-recruited-to-help-predict-disasters/news-story/8cd4f9497a9469b228a28b174f411152
https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2019-04-02/eyes-fixed-firmly-on-first-commercial-robotic-apple-harvest/10962880
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/613210/how-artificial-intelligence-is-helping-farmers-and-babies-in-the-developing-world/?linkId=65800715
https://www.afr.com/technology/technology-companies/agtech-in-the-money-to-fight-waste-with-maggots-and-robots-20190410-p51cth?btis
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-09/robotic-puppies-and-kittens-help-dementia-patients-remember/10879830
https://twitter.com/cheddar/status/1104179743778205696
http://www.afr.com/technology/technology-companies/app-for-phone-or-smart-glasses-promises-to-guide-the-blind-20190411-p51d5f?btis
https://twitter.com/mashable/status/1118345083148013568/video/1
https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2019/04/how-technology-could-revolutionize-refugee-resettlement/587383/?utm_campaign=the-atlantic&utm_source=twitter&utm_content=edit-promo&utm_term=2019-04-26T05%3A01%3A03&utm_medium=social
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2019/04/13/how-to-knit-a-sports-car-with-carbon-fibre?fsrc=scn/tw/te/rfd/pe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RD96yOqbUU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.zdnet.com/article/ai-as-a-job-saver-why-japans-auto-industry-is-embracing-industry-4-0/
https://twitter.com/transurbangroup/status/1125159333086412800
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/companies/robot-brickie-to-build-homes-under-brickworks-deal/news-story/fcf98d8aeded14e6e9d18548f6423c59
https://www.afr.com/business/mining/westrac-supplies-smart-trucks-to-rio-s-mine-of-the-future-20190507-p51kx1?btis
https://www.theage.com.au/national/victoria/retrenched-car-worker-puts-game-changing-new-limbs-within-reach-20190516-p51o3n.html
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Creative industries 

• Using AI to create art – and sell it at Christies ($) 

• Using computers to design and ‘grow’ our clothes 

• China’s latest music star – a hologram idol 

• The first solo art gallery exhibit devoted to an AI artist 

• Growing authentic diamonds in labs ($) 

• Artificial intelligence could have a role in movie making ($) 

• AI is best used to support human capacity for creativity and discernment 

• Harry Potter follows the lead of Pokemon Go with new AR game ($) 
 
 

Defence 

• Making armed drones act ethically in future war scenarios 

• Developing new missile systems, radar jammers and laser cannons to combat the threat 
from drones ($) 

• US Army reassures on robot tanks’ compliance with AI murder policy 

• One of the creators of AI is now worried about ‘killer robots’ 
 
 

Education 

• Studiosity’s new peer-to-peer learning app – Uber for education ($) 

• Robot teacher of Buddhist thought 

• VETtrak and Esher House using AI to help support student completion rates 

• 9 ways that AI can help improve student outcomes 

• Finland, Switzerland and New Zealand lead the way in teaching future skills 

• Universities’ preparations for AI – survey with Microsoft ($) 

• AI chatbots transforming higher education student support  
 
 

Finance/insurance 

• AI moves into lending market but won’t replace humans ($) 

• Using AI and linguistics to improve bank risk cultures ($) 

• Investment firms struggling to hire data scientists  

• How technology is already being used to adjust insurance premiums 

• Robots to manage your investments  

• More than 1 million Australians could use robots for financial advice 
 
 

Health 

• Using AI to detect and prevent strokes before they hit ($) 

• Using 3-D printers to make human ears for children 

• Using VR therapy to distract patients during surgery 

• Medical robots are already in place across the hospital system ($) 

• Microscopic bug-shaped robots for insertion into blood vessels ($) 

https://www.afr.com/lifestyle/arts-and-entertainment/art/a-fresh-test-for-ai-art-at-sothebys-20190220-h1bi36?btis
https://twitter.com/TheEconomist/status/1101714751262867456/video/1
https://www.scmp.com/tech/article/2188238/chinas-virtual-idols-meet-their-fans-intersection-entertainment-and-technology
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/03/ai-created-art-invades-chelsea-gallery-scene/584134/
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/wall-street-journal/labgrown-gems-dazzle-market/news-story/dadb328c5ccf982c127c3e7abe34d46f
https://www.afr.com/technology/could-artificial-intelligence-start-making-the-movies-we-love-20190212-h1b5f4?&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=nc&eid=socialn:twi-14omn0055-optim-nnn:nonpaid-27/06/2014-social_traffic-all-organicpost-nnn-afr-o&campaign_code=nocode&promote_channel=social_twitter
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/12/opinion/artificial-intelligence-wikipedia.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes&login=email&auth=login-email
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/wall-street-journal/harry-potter-follows-pokemon-go/news-story/8922aacfb97da87a55ce24839ead6ce6
https://www.smh.com.au/politics/federal/killer-robots-to-be-taught-ethics-in-world-topping-australian-research-project-20190228-p510vz.html
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/wall-street-journal/weapons-makers-war-on-drones-arms-race-to-protect-airports-military/news-story/5f8fa00e7f3f00f8e8855052875fc6d8
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/wall-street-journal/weapons-makers-war-on-drones-arms-race-to-protect-airports-military/news-story/5f8fa00e7f3f00f8e8855052875fc6d8
https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2019/03/us-army-assures-public-that-robot-tank-system-adheres-to-ai-murder-policy/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/29/world/canada/bengio-artificial-intelligence-ai-turing.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/higher-education/uberstyle-service-to-offer-peertopeer-learning-app/news-story/0b67dafbe70357f4aa76ad5fe1c9e9d9?from=htc_rss&utm_campaign=EditorialSF&utm_source=TheAustralian&utm_content=SocialFlow&utm_medium=Twitter
http://www.traveller.com.au/japan-kyoto-kodaiji-zen-temples-resident-robot-teacher-of-buddhist-thought-h1boqy?btis
https://www.vettrak.com.au/vettrak-blog/improve-course-completion-rates-with-a2e/
https://www.thetechedvocate.org/9-ways-that-artificial-intelligence-helps-improve-student-outcomes/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2019/03/finland-switzerland-new-zealand-lead-at-teaching-skills
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/features/microsoft-survey-ai?utm_source=THE+Website+Users&utm_campaign=6d8eddada6-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_03_27_11_29_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_daa7e51487-6d8eddada6-63234077
https://www.theguardian.com/education/2019/apr/17/its-an-educational-revolution-how-ai-is-transforming-university-life?utm_term=Autofeed&CMP=twt_gu&utm_medium=&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1555487996
http://www.afr.com/real-estate/commercial/aidriven-lending-platform-wont-be-the-end-for-brokers-20190311-h1c9uc?btis
http://www.afr.com/technology/ai-and-linguistics-offers-clues-to-bank-risk-culture-20190225-h1bp9r?btis
https://insights.dice.com/2019/03/26/investment-firms-cant-find-good-data-scientists/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/10/opinion/insurance-ai.html?smid=nytcore-ios-share
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-04-18/would-you-trust-robo-advice/11001998
https://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/forget-humans-more-than-1m-could-be-using-robots-for-financial-advice-20190510-p51m65.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1557688773
http://www.afr.com/business/health/biotechnology/melbournes-seemode-has-built-software-that-sees-a-stroke-before-it-strikes-20190222-h1bm9q?btis
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-03-02/3d-printer-lends-an-ear-to-children-with-congential-deformities/10858808
https://www.smh.com.au/healthcare/watching-this-video-could-dull-your-pain-20190301-p51139.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1551499879
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/technology/step-aside-doctor-medical-robots-are-here/news-story/d247580cf1f164de70c008e40f5b3eba
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/world/the-times/medical-crawlers-small-enough-to-inspect-brain-blood-vessels/news-story/b2c3c3d885c9b22a34642b5bc35e0690
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• Wearable devices which could help prevent strokes ($) 

• Using AI to help fight diabetic blindness  

• Using 5G technology to supervise major surgery from miles away 

• Nano-technology offers lab-grown retinas and custom made bones 

• Healthcare innovation being driven by robots and machine learning ($) 

• AI beats elite doctors in diagnosing brain tumours 

• Scientists use 3-D printing to create a new heart 

• An ultrasound scanner and an iPhone bringing significant health benefits across Africa, Asia 
and Latin America 

• Prosthetic voice creates speech from brain signals - no muscles needed 

• Australia is failing to harness the opportunity of AI in health and other sectors ($) 

• Using AI to detect lung cancer – and outperforming the experts 
 
 

Hospitality 

• A 3-D printed ‘vegan’ steak – 10 minutes to print and 2 minutes to cook 

• Robot baristas which can serve up to 100 cups of coffee an hour 
 
 

New jobs 

• A progress update on Google’s robotics program 

• Why re-skilling and not hiring is the answer as firms introduce innovation ($) 

• China intends building a scientific research station on the moon within a decade 
 

Retail and Warehousing 

• Almost 90% of UK shoppers shop online with Amazon 

• Bunnings pushes ahead with online retailing 

• Coles looking to introduce major changes to retailing with ‘Supermarkets 3.0’ 

• Using bio-feedback to improve retail sales 

• The robots coming to choose your groceries ($) 

• The Boston Dynamics robot is hard at work in the factory  

• Giant US retailer Walmart introduces robots for shelf stocking and cleaning ($) 

• The growth in autonomous supermarkets in the US 

• Coles introduces 2,000 robots into its warehouses ($) 

• Amazon offering warehouse employees 3 months’ salary to start delivery businesses 
 
 

Security 

• China’s not the only place with extensive surveillance – this from the NYT Privacy Project 

• Australia’s biggest facial recognition, mass surveillance system was too rushed 

• Scanning car licence plates to reduce crime and raising privacy concerns 

• San Francisco bans facial recognition surveillance and sparks debate 

• Your appearance in the background of a Tik tok video shot in Europe will be logged using 
facial recognition software in China 

https://www.afr.com/news/wearable-devices-may-help-prevent-stroke-monash-wants-100m-for-trials-20190308-h1c5am?btis
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/10/technology/artificial-intelligence-eye-hospital-india.html?smtyp=cur&smid=tw-nytimes
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/02/27/tech/5g-surgery-mobile-world-congress/index.html
http://www.smh.com.au/national/nano-scale-printing-promises-lab-grown-retinas-custom-made-bones-20190328-p518tn.html?btis
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/healthcare-in-the-hands-of-robots/news-story/1fb7f5cce5d0ead6aa584f7f3d7d4462
https://twitter.com/AndrewYang/status/1116001902381215746/video/1
https://twitter.com/haaretzcom/status/1117756990632222720
nyti.ms/2UFyBZw
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/24/health/artificial-speech-brain-injury.html?searchResultPosition=1
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/commentary/australia-keeps-failing-to-see-the-opportunity-of-ai/news-story/9f53519ece7ff5676529b06c437f879e
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/20/health/cancer-artificial-intelligence-ct-scans.html?smid=tw-nytimes&smtyp=cur
https://twitter.com/3onyourside/status/1101561949828063237
https://www.economist.com/science-and-technology/2019/03/28/will-your-next-barista-be-a-robot?fsrc=scn/tw/te/bl/ed/willyournextbaristabearobotcoffeeshops
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/26/technology/google-robotics-lab.html?smid=tw-nytimes&smtyp=cur
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/the-wall-street-journal/talent-pool-closer-than-many-companies-think/news-story/4022c2907927c94cdce6f0c6d9b9e735
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2019-04/24/c_138004666.htm
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2019/mar/07/almost-90-of-uk-shoppers-use-amazon-research-reveals?CMP=twt_gu
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/hardware-meets-software-bunnings-starts-move-into-online-shopping-20190320-p515qb.html?utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Twitter#Echobox=1553068543
http://www.theage.com.au/business/welcome-to-supermarkets-3-0-robots-ai-and-dark-stores-20190326-p517pq.html?btis
https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2019/03/companies-use-neuroscience-test-website-design/584752/?utm_content=edit-promo&utm_term=2019-03-26T16%3A15%3A12&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=the-atlantic
http://www.afr.com/business/retail/the-robots-coming-to-choose-your-groceries-20190327-p518dk?btis
https://edition.cnn.com/videos/business/2019/04/02/boston-dynamics-handle-robot-orig.cnn-business?utm_term=video&utm_source=twCNN&utm_medium=social&utm_content=2019-04-04T05%3A16%3A05
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/the-wall-street-journal/robots-bolster-the-walmart-workforce/news-story/1fb8caec4c4fbeda1221232724869dd7
https://www.businessinsider.com/in-store-checkout-report/?r=AU&IR=T
https://www.afr.com/leadership/afr-lists/top-500-private-companies/the-robot-revolution-might-not-look-like-what-you-expected-20190403-p51a8p?&utm_source=twitter&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=nc&eid=socialn:twi-14omn0055-optim-nnn:nonpaid-27/06/2014-social_traffic-all-organicpost-nnn-afr-o&campaign_code=nocode&promote_channel=social_twitter
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/13/tech/amazon-employees-deliveries/index.html
https://nyti.ms/2UGT9km
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-05-06/australias-biggest-facial-recognition-roll-out-rushed/11077350?pfm=ms
https://www.mdjonline.com/news/marietta-pd-to-buy-new-license-plate-scanners-raising-concerns/article_d1fa5a02-6c34-11e9-8def-2f8b3bc5e50f.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/san-francisco-s-facial-recognition-ban-just-beginning-national-battle-n1007186
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/05/02/opinion/will-china-export-its-illiberal-innovation.html
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Technology 

• The battle to control AI: Google’s Singularity ($) 

• How CSIRO’s Data 61 is helping Australia with hypersonic flight, self-healing materials, 
advanced manufacturing, and Industry 4.0 ($) 

• Technology which allows bosses to monitor their workers’ every move 

• Tricking AI: Is tricking a robot hacking? 

• Robots determining who gets to work and who gets laid off ($) 

• Microrobots the size of a speck of dust could fix mobile phone batteries and your brain 

• What it’s like to work at Huawei – in pictures 
 
 

‘White collar’ work 

• Travel companies adopting AI and other technologies to improve their offerings 

• Continuing expansion of AI’s role in recruitment ($) 

• Using AI to identify and predict corruption issues 

• AI machine learning creating language and making coherent arguments 

• Plans underway to build Australia’s first smart city ($) 

• Using AI (and reading your emails) to work out when an employee is likely to quit 

• How robots are disrupting white collar work in a range of industries ($) 

• Technology moves into the real estate sector ($) 

• Using technology to help small businesses with export documentation ($) 

• Computer programs that write adverts and love puns 
 
------------------------------------------------------- 

Other issues 

• The rollout of China’s social credit system sees millions banned from travel and photos of 
debtors being screened before movies 

• The pros and cons of China’s extensive surveillance network ($) 

• The challenges of building ethical Artificial Intelligence 

• Robots will change how we form human relationships 

• Robots could make us better as human beings but we need to understand them now 

• Calls for an ‘AI Policy Council’ to govern the use of personal data in algorithms ($) 

• Up to 28 million jobs could be lost across the ASEAN region as a result of the rise of the 
robots 

• Robots and artificial intelligence will widen inequality ($) 

• Why China could win the technology ‘cold war’ with the US ($) 

• The West is falling behind China when it comes to technology 

• Amazon’s head of robotics says they create jobs rather than just displacing workers ($) 

• Tik Tok as a soft power influence and potentially China’s most important export 

• Facebook is struggling to recruit following Cambridge Analytica scandal 

• IBM calls for agreement on ethical AI 
 
And some good news – the robots haven’t got it all under control just yet! 
 
Claire Field 
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